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BACKGROUND:

In the near future, 
human consciousness can be digitized and stored through 
coding,
the body can be strengthened with drugs, or replaced with 
a prosthetic body, 
and even the brain can be transformed and strengthened.

While technology makes people happy, it also makes people 
lost in illusion. 

When the upper-level consortium destroys the social 
contract, justice and fairness disappeared, which will cause 
social unrest such as violent murder and robbery.

public void CollapseRandom()    {        if 
(!this.Modules.Any())    //一个可选模块都没有
{            throw new 
CollapseFailedException(this);        }        
if (this.Collapsed)        
{            throw new Exception("Slot is 
already collapsed.");    //此Slot已坍
缩 }        float max = 
this.Modules.Select(module => 
module.Prototype.Probability).Sum();      
//所有可能性累加 float roll = 
(float)(InfiniteMap.Random.NextDouble() * 
max);      //获取Roll值 float p = 0;        
foreach (var candidate in this.Modules)        
{            p += 
candidate.Prototype.Probability;            
if (p >= roll)            
{                this.Collapse(candidate);                           
//在可选模块中随机选择一个
return;            }        }        
this.Collapse(this.Modules.First());        
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technology

candidate.Prototype.Probability
(p >= roll)            
{                this.Collapse(candidate); 
return;            }        }



In the extreme technological environment, 
human nature is exposed completely.

What is the meaning of life when material 
and desire are saturated?

People's desire to control everything, kill, 
plunder, indulge and destroy. 

How can human beings develop in a society 
without restraint and barbarism？

Barbaric society
Loss of humanity
Expansion of desire
Indulgence and destruction
Lost self
what is the meaning 
of life?

Aim

The project attempts to awaken humanity 
towards peace and equality, and to rethink 
their rights and meaning, to see pure self.

Warn mankind, the vastness of the universe 
and the smallness of mankind, we need to 
treat the world with compassion. 

Human society must one day truly realize 
freedom, equality and justice. 

PEACE AND LOVE

Thinking and warning
Peace and love
Equality and justice
See pure self



“Cyber God” (super database) makes rules, Crime must be punished
(Dante's principle of proportionality between crime and punishment)
and the purify of the soul. Like in Buddhism, bad people go to hell 
after they die

The soul is forced to accept God’s trial, using ultimate rational 
technology to provide fairness and justice.
This is the salvation of the soul, and finally to the pure land to find a 
pure self, And treat everything in the universe with awe.

THE BIRTH OF RELIGION
Religion originated from 
primitive people's 
reverence and worship 
of the unknown natural 
phenomena under the 
condition of extremely 
low social level

Extreme Technology 
society
body disappears, 
consciousness (soul) 
upload
Enter the four-dimensional 
virtual space

Newton- The End of Science Is 
Theology. 
Science is endless. There is too 
much dark matter that humans 
don't know, and the universe is 
too vast. Pride will lead humanity 
to destruction

Is there a space for gods at the 
end of the ultimate cyberspace 
to re-establish people's awe?

Concept 

DESIGN CONCEPTTHE BOOMING TECHNOLOGY 
makes human beings become 
more and more arrogant. 
Humans feel that they can 
control everything without fear.

However, there have also been 
some movies in which robots in 
turn devour humans
<automat>    <Kill Command>
<Ex Machina>  <Eagle Eye>

Atonement---
purification---
to pure land--



1. Watch a science fiction movie ，
some movies in which robots in turn devour humans

<automat>    <Kill Command>
<Ex Machina>  <Eagle Eye>

2. Religious belief books ---《Buddhist scriptures》

3. The mystery of the universe documentary

4，Carl G. Jung -《The self》

Cyber Core: Exploring the True Self

5. Dante-《Divine Comedy》

Methodology

Human visible matter accounts for less than 5% of the total mass of the universe. We 
don’t know about 96% of the physical existence, which we call dark matter and dark 
energy. Science is endless Dark matter can also be called god

In Buddhism, good is rewarded for good, and evil is rewarded for evil.
Buddhism warns people to be compassionate
Reincarnation in Buddhism

The book describes the experience and feelings of Dante’s dream in the Three Realms, 
starting from the sad hell and ending with the bright heaven. 
Let people experience hardships,, get rid of mistakes, and achieve goodness and truth.



Design Draft

Metaphor of technology as a god



Service target:         humanoid wave line
(brain wave , soul) 
without gender 

located:                      virtual four-dimensional space

Function:                   Conceptual design, 
meaningful space, 
Let human to think

Human-shaped  waves enter the virtual four-
dimensional space from the carrier (special elevator)

Design analysis

c



Design details

审
判

1.Judgement
Wave line soul, put on a machine 
to read the memories of life, 
supercomputer (God) have big data 
analysis, determine whether they 
are guilty

Reference:
Inspired by Buddhism, people will 
be judged by Hades in the 
underworld after death.
There are too many crimes of 
ancient feudal superstition, and I 
set three major crimes based on 
the social background of the near 
future era.

Guilty

Not Guilty

kill

Fraud 
plunder

Betray  country
Sell secrets

Hell Purgatory Heaven

Purgatory Heaven
Hell

judgement



Design details

地
狱

2.Hell
Since there are three types of criminals, I divide hell 
into three areas, and people with different crimes 
receive different punishments.
Reference:
In Dante’s "Hell", a core concept of punishment is 
called contrapasso, The meaning of "crime and 
punishment are proportionate“

Punishment tools and devices：
I researched ancient Chinese punishment tools and 
devices, and build the basis for punishment devices 
in each region

Punishment tools and 
devices

Fraud

Betray 
country

Kill



Kill
1. Pecked by a mechanical arm imitating a bird's 

beak
2. Electric fire grilled
3. Reorganize the wave chain in the device to 

become an insect
4. Struggle in an insect petri dish
5. Restore the humanoid wave device after all is 

completed
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Betray
1. Wearing a helmet and being tortured by an 

electron gun
2. Body waves were tortured in the bomb jar
3. Tormented by the motor
4. Restore the humanoid wave device after all is 

completed

1

1
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3

4
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3 4

Fraud and plunder
1.Cut the human wave, feel the pain
2. Upper and lower sharps are compressed, 
causing pain
3. Blenders,Mix and stir waves, produce 
pain
4. Restore the humanoid wave device after 
all is completed

地
狱

Research about Punishment Tools and Devices in Ancient China



Design details

炼
狱

3.Purgatory

Reference:
In<Divine Comedy>, people have seven desires 
that need to be purified.
Dante’s Purgatory has seven layers, spiraling up 
shape. At each level, people 
accept different experiences and eventually go to 
heaven.

For different desires, take different measures

Pride- boulder pressing down
Jealousy- eyes are sewn,
Wrath- Surrounded by Black Smoke
Lazy- sports shout
Greed- Immobile
Gluttony- unable to eat,
Lust- Burning Fire

I used these symbols to 
create a space to purify 
the soul. 

I used the seven 
measures in this
books to make seven 
devices to purify desire 
Like a factory line

Lazy

Gluttony

Greed

Pride

Jealousy

Lust

Wrath



Overcome 
pride 
Stone pressure

Overcome 
jealousy, 
purify  eye mask 
device

Overcome Wrath
Head smoke 
emotion 
management 
device

Overcome 
laziness
Circulating 
sports device

Overcome 
greed
Device for 
extracting part 
of tissue

Overcome 
Gluttony
Abdominal 
starvation 
device

Overcome lust
grilled body 
device

炼
狱

3.Purgatory Details



Design details

朝
圣

4.Heaven
There is no beauty,
ugliness, good and
evil, all beings are 
equal, everyone is 
samelook.no 
distracting thoughts.
Reference:
No matter how high the waves are, there will be the 
moment when they fall, and the future of humanity will 
have a glorious era, but after that, it will also go to twilight.

-----<Take care of god > Liu CIxin
Everything will disappear in the end, we have to be 
compassionate.



Fairness          justice          peace           Love

CYBER ENDING

The Ending

At the end of the cyber, 
the soul has 
experienced self-
consistent and 
tempered,
facing the parallel 
universe in its best 
appearance.
A peaceful fairness 
equality and nice 
result
In the future, our 
demand for the 
function of living 
space may reduce，
because we are 
more adaptable, We 
may have robotic 
bodies, I hope the 
meaningful space 
can make people 
rethink.
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